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FBDD: Smaller is better

One most successful strategy in Drug Discovery is Fragment-Based Lead Discovery

FBDD: Fragment-Based Lead Discovery
FBLD: Fragment-Based Lead Discovery

Making Lead Compounds like a (molecular) LEGO master

-Three marketed drugs, Vemurafenib
(ZELBORAF), Venetoclax (VENCLEXTA),
Erdafitinib (BALVERSA), and Pexidartinib
originated from fragment-based library
screens.

-Nearly 40 candidates discovered via the FBDD
approach are in clinical trials

-Over 50% of discovery projects are estimated
to use the FBDD approach, which uses
biophysical techniques such as X ray
crystallography and nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR).

The "Fragment-based Drug Discovery Market: Library and Service

Providers, 2020-2030" report.
https://www.researchandmarkets.com/r/4bdea5

https://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/5025058/fragment-based-drug-discovery-market-library-and?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=GNOM&utm_code=95r9jf&utm_campaign=1389182+-+Global+Fragment-based+Drug+Discovery+Market+(2020+to+2030)+-+Library+and+Service+Providers&utm_exec=jamu273gnomd


FBLD: Smaller is better

Few words about FBLD:

A lead compound can be seen as product small chemical entities (fragments) merged together 

http://practicalfragments.blogspot.com/2016/04/second-fragment-based-drug-approved.html

Screening fragment library instead of traditional mature screening compounds 



Fragment-Based Drug Discovery vs High throughput 
screening (HTS) 

High-throughput screening (HTS):

• Large Libraries  (to millions of compounds)
• molecular weights 500 Da
• Goal: High Affinity (nM binding affinities) 

Fragment-Based Screening:
• Hundreds to few thousands of fragments
• Molecular weight < 300 Da
• Goal: uM to mM binding affinities

Front. Chem., 18 February 2020 | https://doi.org/10.3389/fchem.2020.00093

Screening Fragments usually lead to a better sampling of the chemical spaces and hence a better binding complementarity.

For instance:    For a binding site able to host three fragment the sampled chemical spaces is almost equal to a library of the size 
of fragment library raised to the cube.     500 fragment-library , 3 subpockets 500^3 ≈ 125 00 0000

First advantage: chemical coverage

https://doi.org/10.3389/fchem.2020.00093


Superadditivity in Fragment-Based Drug Discovery

High-throughput screening (HTS):

• Large Libraries  (to millions of compounds)
• molecular weights 500 Da
• Goal: High Affinity (nM binding affinities) 

Fragment-Based Screening:
• Hundreds to few thousands of fragments
• Molecular weight < 300 Da
• Goal: uM to mM binding affinities

The ΔG of linked fragments is, in most cases, greater than the sum of ΔG increments from each fragment. This 
overproportional increase (“superadditivity”) is attributed to the fact that each fragment loses a significant part of its rigid 
body rotational and translational entropy upon complex formation

Jencks, W. P. On the attribution and additivity of binding energies. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 78, 4046–4050 
(1981). This paper is often considered to mark the theoretical origin of FBDD.
Nazaré, M. et al. Fragment deconstruction of small, potent factor Xa inhibitors: exploring the superadditivity
energetics of fragment linking in protein-ligand complexes. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed 51, 905–911 (2012)

ΔG≫−11 kJ mol−1

ΔG=-49.6 kJ mol−1

ΔG=-24.2 kJ mol−1



Challenges in FBLD

Beside the success of FBLD, two fundamental aspects need to be faced in a FB campaign: 

• Detection of weak binders (find a method to obtain reliable fragment hits). Same issue for wet-methods and Computational 
Methods

• The fragment or multiple fragment need to be matured into a lead compound (a compound with “sufficient” affinity a and “good”
physical-chemical/ADME properties.

Method Pros Cons

Ligand-Based 
NMR

Ligand epitope mapping
Sensible to weak binding

strong binders

Protein-Based 
NMR

Fast; structural information; 
reliability

protein < 45 kDa
15N Labeling required, soluble ligands.

X-ray 
Crystallography

Detailed structural info
Large Proteins

Pocket accessibility, high-soluble 
ligands. Target 

SPR Higher-throughput
Kinetic and affinity info
Low concentration required

No site information,
Target immobilization

ITC Thermodynamic  Info Low throughput, very high-soluble 
ligands

TSA (DSF) Cheap and fast Target, interference compound

Biophysical techniques

Keserű, G. M. et al. Design Principles for Fragment Libraries: Maximizing the Value of 
Learnings from Pharma Fragment-Based Drug Discovery (FBDD) Programs for Use in 
Academia. J. Med. Chem. 59, 8189–8206 (2016).

https://sciwheel.com/work/bibliography/1458640
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Computer-Aided Drug Discovery and  FBLD

Computer-Aided strategies in FBLD
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Fragment library 
Whatever computational or Biophysical methods it will be used to screen a fragment library, the first step is 
indeed the library definition by using chemoinformatic approach.
Library size: 
Biophysical Methods: 100-10000
Computational Methods: up to hundred of thousands



Fragment Library Design

Chemical space (drug-like, MW<500): 1021 to 1063

Commercially available compounds: 100 millions

Commercially available Fragments (Astex definition): 1 million

Hoffmann, T. & Gastreich, M. The next level in chemical space navigation: going far beyond enumerable compound libraries. Drug Discov. Today 24, 1148–1156 (2019)
Keserű, G. M. et al. Design Principles for Fragment Libraries: Maximizing the Value of Learnings from Pharma Fragment-Based Drug Discovery (FBDD) Programs for Use in Academia. J. Med. Chem. 59, 8189–8206 (2016).



We need molecules!

Example di libreria virtuale:
“..applying 53 transforms to about 150,000
readily available building blocks
(enamine.net). Only single-step, two-
reactant syntheses were calculated for this
database even though the technology can
execute multi-step reactions. …. with the
most-synthesizable class comprising 1.09
billion synthetic products.”

Chemical Space

Tangible ChemicalSpace

Explored 
Chemical 

space

Chemical space (drug-like, MW<500): 1021 to 1063

Commercially available compounds: 100 millions

Commercially available Fragments: 1 million



Fragment Library Design

Definition of Fragment: “Rule-of-Three”

The “Rule-of-three” is also known as Lord Voldermort Rule

(the rule that shall not be named).

The definition of fragments is arbitrary and dozen of recipes 

(…honestly even more) are available and used.

Many trends over the last year were proposed, the most 

relevant

• 3D-shaped (Moment of Inertia (PMI))- molecule having a 

pronounced 3D: better selectivity, better solubility, better 

ADME profile. 

• MiniFrag: extremization of FBLD…

Adapted from www.romanv.us



Fragment Library Design

How to measure the three-dimensionality of molecular 

structure? 

The Plane of Best Fit (PBF) descriptor

PBF is calculated considering the most representative plan for a 

molecule as then sum of the distances of the heavy atoms from 

the plane divided by the number of heavy atom

3D-shaped fragments

scaffolds of enhanced 3D could facilitate sampling of more three-dimensional 
shape space typical of binding sites.

Solubility may be improved by avoiding packing 



Advice for Fragment Library Design

• Build your Rule-of-three

• 3D-shaped

• Remove unwanted molecules

• Toxic functional group

• Highly reactive groups (aspecific covalence) 

• Pan Assay INterference CompoundS (PAINS) 

• SOLUBILITY, SOLUBILITY, SOLUBILITY……EXPERIMENTALLY PROVEN SOLUBILITY!
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Hotspot Identification:
Hotspot definition : binding sites of macromolecules include smaller regions called hot spots that are major 
contributors to the binding free energy, and hence are crucial to binding any ligand at that particular site.

In a Fragment-based drug design pipeline, the identification and characterization of druggable binding sites 
represent a key element in determining screening success



In silico methods for Hotspot identification

Sampling the target surface with molecular probes 
(water and organic solvent) to identify regions in 
which they are well accommodated. 

• Static sampling
• Dynamics sampling

Static sampling:
Exhaustively sample and map putative binding 
cavities starting from an experimentally solved 
structure or model. 
GRID
FTMAP (web-service)

Dynamic sampling:
Static sampling methods lack an adequate 
description of target conformational flexibility, an 
aspect that could limit the discovery of cryptic 
binding pockets, as well as neglect entropic and 
desolation effects →molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations based methodologies
Examples: MixMD, SILCS (Site-Identification by Ligand 
Competitive Saturation).
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Hit Identification:
The Hit identification is the one of most relevant stage in any in silico FBLD campaign, having the pivotal role in 
selecting, among the vast chemical space, new chemotypes for which experimental evaluation should be prioritized



In silico Hit identification in FBLD: Virtual Screening

Structure-based Virtual screening strategies:

Molecular Docking: Molecular docking is a relatively fast computational protocol 
exploited to sample and score ligand binding modes, the application of which has long 
been debated also in the case of the FBDD. 

Molecular Dynamics: sophisticated physics-based molecular simulation approaches for 
analyzing the physical movements of atoms and molecules. Atoms are allowed to interact 
for a fixed period of time, giving a view of the dynamic "evolution" of the system in the 
temporal dimension.

“Virtual screening describes the process of reducing a
library of available and/or virtual compounds to a limited
number of potentially bioactive structures for a target or
a target family using computational techniques”

Kühne R. (2006) Virtual Screening. In: 
Encyclopedic Reference of Genomics and 
Proteomics in Molecular Medicine. 
Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg . 
https://doi.org/10.1007/3-540-29623-
9_5510

Are classical SBVS strategies suitable for fragment screening?



In silico Hit identification in FBLD: Virtual Screening

Let’s Start from Molecular Docking…..
Molecular docking can be used to prioritize fragment in a VS and also to investigate the binding mode of a fragment

Like real screening (Biophysical screening), the challenge is the ability to discriminate weak binders from the “noise”.

Weakness:
-Scoring function (measuring the
“goodness” of the complex) were
tuned on high-affinity ligand-protein
system
-Protein flexibility
-Role of solvent
Pros:
-very fast, good conformational
sampling

Molecular Docking is certainly a popular and a valuable tool in Drug Discovery but its performance in prioritize fragments is
questionable. Several successful application were reported but also controversial outcomes.

How to assess the performance of docking in FBLD→ benchmark (i.e. self-docking), Blind prediction.



The MAP4K4 dataset, kindly donated by Genentech.

Predict the poses of 30 co-crystal structures containing 

diverse chemical series and affinity predictions/rankings of 

18 of the ligand structures. Inhibition/binding data over 

four orders of magnitude.

Example 1: D3R challenge 2015



Example2: The Statistical Assessment of Proteins and Ligands 
(SAMPL)

SAMPL3 involved fragment screening and binding affinity predictions against trypsin where good enrichments 
and correlations were obtained for these tasks respectively.

SAMPL7 challenge edition focused on fragment screening, binding pose prediction and follow-up generation 
from a database against a novel and pharmacology relevant bromodomain target, PHIP2.

Discrimination of binders from non-binders at specific sites:
“Despite the variety of method employed, none managed to perform better than random, 
which highlights the difficulty of the task, but is also disappointing”

The Performance are opposing, why?



The Performance are opposing, why?
-Target
-ligand

Molecular Docking  in FBLD

Good performance Bad performance



In silico Hit identification in FBLD: Virtual Screening

Take home message:

Molecular Docking 
• Molecular Docking is great tool for traditional SBDD campaign 
• For fragment-based screening Molecular Docking need to be used with caution. Despite the intrinsic issue 

on the scoring weak fragment, several specific target-related aspects needs to be considered:
• Target Flexibility
• Solvent exposure of the binding pocket
• Expected affinity 

• Some issue can be overcome by adopting other computer-assisted strategies that can support docking 
results

Molecular dynamics
• Advanced technique that may strongly help in certain scenario but expensive (time/hardware)
• ……tomorrow will be discussed
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Hit Characterization:
Deep in silico investigation of the hits  to rank them and promote only the most appropriate and to gain as much 
information as possible for further optimization 



Hit characterization

Bissaro M, Sturlese M, Moro S. The rise of molecular simulations in fragment-based drug design (FBDD): an overview. Drug Discov Today. 2020 Sep;25(9):1693–701.

Hit characterization is the computational stage that follow the Hit Identification in which the binding mode of the 

fragment hits are deeply investigated with more demanding but more accurate methods getting as much information 

as possible. 

• Fragment stability in the binding pocket

• Investigate the “quality” of the  established interactions / ”affinity”  

• It can follow a hit identification achieved by VS as well biophysical methods

• Rank multiple hits

• Generate as much as possible detailed structural information for the fragment optimization



Hit characterization

Bissaro M, Sturlese M, Moro S. The rise of molecular simulations in fragment-based drug design (FBDD): an overview. Drug Discov Today. 2020 Sep;25(9):1693–701.

Is it possible to predict affinity for fragments ?

The short answer is no. 
But different methods can be applied with different limitation.

Scoring Function used within Molecular Docking algorithm 
are very crude (i.e. null or poor water description, 
crude description of certain interaction)

More advance methods based on Molecular Dynamics offer more articulated protocols that may take into account of a
better water solvation, flexibility, conformation entropy.
Calculation of absolute binding affinity (ΔG), defined as the free energy difference between a ligand in its bound and
unbound state, still remains challenging. The impossibility of describing the molecular system energetics with
a quantum mechanics level of accuracy, along with inadequate sampling of the system configurations, affect the
prediction reliability.

The calculation of relative binding free energy (ΔΔG) instead, defined as the difference in free energy characterizing a
series of congener compounds, is becoming increasingly rigorous and efficient.
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Hit-2-Lead:
It is the most critical aspect in FBLD. One or multiple fragment hits need to be turned out into a lead compound.
Affinity 
Selectivity
Suitable ADME profile



Front. Chem., 18 February 2020 | https://doi.org/10.3389/fchem.2020.00093

Hit-to-Lead

Turning a fragment into a Lead compound

• Fragment growing. Addition of molecular portion to a 

single fragment hit

• Fragment linking.  Linking two not overlapped fragments 

by using a chemical linker 

• Fragment merging. Merging two fragments that share 

part of a pocket

https://doi.org/10.3389/fchem.2020.00093


One of most popular methods is BREED. It takes the idea of 

"crossover" from the field of Genetic Algorithms to generate new 

structures. New ligands are generated by combining parts of 

existing ligands:

1. Fragment Merging

Algorithm developed fragment merging are well established since (at least in the most common implementation) their 
implementation is easier (they require organic chemistry knowledge)

Keyword: Fragments need to share a molecular portion 



2. Fragment Growing

Very common old-fashion strategy …but need several optimization iteration.
Historically was achieved  by manual design, nowadays can be speed up by Automated fragment growing protocol.
However, an appropriate virtual  synthesis of growing protocol requires a competent synthetic chemist (virtual).

…New CADD field:

…Adding “atoms” to improve 
the affinity

…notebook to be a 
good organic chemist



Retrosynthesis planning algorithms
A plethora of algorithm are available to achieve Retrosynthesis planning.
In simplest implementation rules that describe chemical transformations are manually encoded or derived from a
database of known reactions, and subsequently applied to other compounds to create plausible reaction outcomes.

Retrosynthesis planning algorithms

Synthesis are usually planned using a retrosynthetic strategy. The molecule of interest is obtained by cutting it into
simpler purchasable precursor that can react together.



One of first and most common method, RECAP,
proposed 11 types of chemical bonds that can be
broken in the small molecules and other simple rules
such as leaving cyclic bonds and alkyl groups smaller
than five carbons intact.

In the last few years, the advent of AI-based
algorithms has revolutionized the field with a broader
application domain and with better accuracy.

Retrosynthesis planning algorithms



IBM RoboRXN, https://rxn.res.ibm.com/rxn/robo-rxn/welcome

What can happen if your notebook is a brilliant student? 

AiZynthFinder

Genheden S, Thakkar A, Chadimová V, Reymond J-L, Engkvist O, Bjerrum E. AiZynthFinder: a fast, robust 
and flexible open-source software for retrosynthetic planning. J Cheminform. 2020 Nov 17;12(1):70



3. Fragment linking

The linking methods is the most obvious way to reach a lea
compound and also the strategy that can gain more gain in
affinity.

The critical aspect is the availability of two adjacent fragment.
Sometimes a second fragment can be found by rescreening a
library in the presence of a hit fragment binding the first site.

From computational point of view, it is a similar scenario to
fragment growing (advanced organic knowledge required)

Bancet A, Raingeval C, Lomberget T, Le Borgne M, Guichou J-F, Krimm I. Fragment Linking Strategies for 
Structure-Based Drug Design. J Med Chem. 2020 Oct 22;63(20):11420–35. 



Link-INVENT (REINVENT, Astrazeneca) 

3. Fragment linking



Link-INVENT (REINVENT, Astrazeneca) 

PDB ID: 5CSV

PDB ID: 5CSH
PDB ID: 5CU4

3. Fragment linking



Program Year Primary objective Method description

Chemistry-driven
AutoCouple 2018 Receptor-based • Virtual synthesis from 1 fragment with available building blocks
PINGUI 2018 Receptor-based • Virtual synthesis from 1 fragment with available building blocks that can fit pocket

• Docked separately
• For growing, linking & merging

DOTS 2018 Receptor-based • Fragment hit optimized based on possible one-step reactions that can be performed by robots
• Constrained docking with S4MPLE

Link-INVENT( 
REINVENT2)

2020-22 Receptor-based • Reinforcement Learning Based de novo generation for fragment linking and scaffold hopping

AutoGrow4 2020 Receptor-based • Genetic-based generation of large de novo compounds
Fragment replacement

BREED 2004 Ligand-based • Alignment ligand-bound structures
• Matching bonds used to split ligands
• Re-links all that match

De novo fragment optimization
Auto T&T2 2019 Receptor-based • Fragments from decomposed ligands

• Derivation interaction sites
• Docking of fragments to interaction sites
• Linking of docked fragments

LigBuilder 2000 Receptor-based • Fragment database of linkers and rings
• Link or grow based on receptor complementarity
• User must consider synthetic accessibility

LUDI 1992 Receptor-based • Fragment database of linkers and rings
• Linking of docked fragments
• User must consider synthetic accessibility

Non-exhaustive list of tool for Fragment-to-Lead design



Scaffold hopping

2000 Ligand-based • Building blocks from fragmentation based on cleavage reactions

• Template derived pharmacophores

• Random addition of synthetically compatible building blocks

• Selection based on pharmacophore similarity

1994 Receptor-based • Database of fragment skeletons (no atom types)

• Interaction sites are identified

• Addition of fragment skeletons to template skeletons

• Mutation of skeletons to atom types complementary to the binding site

Fragment assisted drug design

2008 Receptor-based • Decomposed ligands to fragments

• Docking of decomposed fragments

• Substructure search best scoring fragments

• Docking of substructure hits

• Molecular dynamics of best scoring ligands

Non-exhaustive list of tool for Fragment-to-Lead design 
...continue

Adapted from: Rachman M, Piticchio S, Majewski M, Barril X. Fragment-to-lead tailored in silico design. Drug Discov Today Technol. 2021 Dec;40:44–57. 



Three marketed drugs, Vemurafenib
(ZELBORAF), Venetoclax (VENCLEXTA), and
Erdafitinib (BALVERSA), originated from
fragment-based library screens.

Nearly 40 candidates discovered via the FBDD
approach are in clinical trials. In fact, currently,
over 50% of discovery projects are estimated to
be using the FBDD approach, which uses
biophysical techniques such as X ray
crystallography and nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR).

The "Fragment-based Drug Discovery Market: Library and Service

Providers, 2020-2030" report.
https://www.researchandmarkets.com/r/4bdea5

Erlanson, D., Fesik, S., Hubbard, R. et al. Twenty years on: the impact of fragments on drug discovery. Nat Rev Drug Discov 15, 605–619 (2016). https://doi.org/10.1038/nrd.2016.109

Fragment-based Drugs and Drug Candidates

https://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/5025058/fragment-based-drug-discovery-market-library-and?utm_source=dynamic&utm_medium=GNOM&utm_code=95r9jf&utm_campaign=1389182+-+Global+Fragment-based+Drug+Discovery+Market+(2020+to+2030)+-+Library+and+Service+Providers&utm_exec=jamu273gnomd


Front. Chem., 18 February 2020 | https://doi.org/10.3389/fchem.2020.00093

First approved drug based on FBDD: 
2011/2012 Verumafenib (B-Raf

inhibitor)

6 years from the screening to 
the FDA approval!!! 

Discovery of a selective inhibitor of oncogenic B-Raf kinase with potent antimelanoma 
activity. PNAS  2008, 105 (8) 3041-3046. 

Verumafenib Story: the first Drug developed by FBDD

https://doi.org/10.3389/fchem.2020.00093


Venetoclax, Bcl-2 inhibitor (protein-protein interaction inhibitor) 

http://practicalfragments.blogspot.com/2016/04/second-fragment-based-drug-approved.html
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• Higher Hit rate
• Chemical space covered
• Lower Cost
• Allosteric modulator
• More successful on “undraggable target”
• Lead More hydrophilic lead compounds

Fragment Based Drug Discovery (FBDD) 

FBDD advantages:

• Reliable detection and characterization of low affinity fragments

• Time from Hit-to-Lead 
• Feasibility on certain target

FBDD possible pitfalls:


